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Each cup is represented by a character.
Each character corresponds to a different measurement.

The steps in the book illustrate which cup to use for each ingredient. 

Today, over 150,000 children have adopted Chefclub Kids.
They learn to cook, gain autonomy and above all,

have fun with the family.

HOW DOES IT WORK?HOW DOES IT WORK?

Weighing, measuring, reading a recipe with complicated words are
barriers for young children. With our measuring cup system and 

illustrated step-by-step instructions, children as young as 4 years old
are able to make recipes all by themselves. It is magic!

An innovative visual cooking language adapted for kids



 

CHEFCLUB MEASURING CUPS

STARTER KIT

Booklet with 5 simple and creative illustrated step-by-step recipes.

6 Chefclub Measuring Cups in plastic, BPA free.

Interactive e-book: access to the Chefclub app for the 
recipe videos.

For kids aged 4 and up.

These 6 cute and innovative measuring cups 
simplify cooking for young kids by making it a 

visual and fun learning experience. Each measuring 
cup is represented by a character of the Chefclub 

Friends. Five illustrated recipes come with the cups: 
ingredients and their respective weight are visually 

called by the Chefclub Friends, as the recipes 
progress step-by-step. An innovative visual cooking 
language that young kids can understand instantly.

Cardboard box
W: 13 / D: 8 / H: 20 cm
Ref: 3760312841414



“Ideal for children to fall in love with cooking
while giving them more autonomy. Simple and fun

to use with the book and measuring cups.
A guaranteed moment of family sharing!”

- Laura, Harry and Olivia’s mom

We all know that children love to help in the kitchen. 
Yet, their contribution is often  limited because nothing

is really adapted to them.
We design ingenious products that allows
children to make recipes independently.

HOW DOES IT WORK?COOKING WITH KIDS IS COMPLICATED?

Not anymore!



 

KID’S CHEF
KNIFE

Kids can finally cut food safely with their own real 
cutting knife! It is designed to provide maximum 

safety and boost kids’ autonomy in the kitchen. It 
has an ergonomic handle that keeps fingers away 
from the blade and provides an excellent grip for 
both right and left-handed cooks, a finger guard 

adapted to the size of small fingers and a
round-tipped blade for added safety.

An innovative kitchen knife adapted to the needs of little chefs.

A handle that protects all 5 fingers of the hand holding food.

A rounded stainless steel blade that cuts all types of food but not fingers. 

A blade guard for cut-free storage.

For kids aged 7 and up.

A finger guard that protects the ingredient-holding hand and 
teaches the proper chopping technique used by professional chefs.

ROUND TIP

safety
FOR THE FOOD
HOLDING HAND

anti-slip
ERGONOMIc

handle

Stainless steel blade - Plastic, BPA-free
W: 44.8 / D: 5.6 / H: 34.2 cm
Ref: 3760312840318

Scan the
QR CODE 

to watch the
kids chef’s knife!



 

KID’S CHEF
KNIFE

Kids can finally cut food safely with their own real 
cutting knife! It is designed to provide maximum 

safety and boost kids’ autonomy in the kitchen. It 
has an ergonomic handle that keeps fingers away 
from the blade and provides an excellent grip for 
both right and left-handed cooks, a finger guard 

adapted to the size of small fingers and a
round-tipped blade for added safety.

An innovative kitchen knife adapted to the needs of little chefs.

A handle that protects all 5 fingers of the hand holding food.

A rounded stainless steel blade that cuts all types of food but not fingers. 

A blade guard for cut-free storage.

For kids aged 7 and up.

A finger guard that protects the ingredient-holding hand and 
teaches the proper chopping technique used by professional chefs.

Stainless steel blade - Plastic, BPA-free
W: 44.8 / D: 5.6 / H: 34.2 cm
Ref: 3760312840745

Scan the
QR CODE 

to watch the
kids chef’s knife!



 

Adapted to the size of kids’ hands. 

5 basic kitchen utensils designed for little chefs.

Sustainable bamboo handle that doesn’t conduct heat.

Robust and high-temperature resistant silicone heads.

For kids aged 4 and up.

Illustrated with the Chefclub Friends.

Brush

whisk spoon baking
spatula

Scan the
QR CODE 

to watch the
cooking utensils!

COOKING UTENSILS SET

Bamboo handle, silicone head - BPA free
W: 7.5 / D: 7.5 / H: 22 cm
Ref: 3491955571917

Icing
spatula

CHEFCLUB KIDS

Our set of 5 utensils contains a whisk, an icing 
spatula, a baking spatula, a cooking brush and a 

mixing spoon.All five utensils are perfectly adapted 
for the hands of kids aged 4 to 10. 

The handles are made of sustainable bamboo, a 
natural material that doesn’t conduct heat.



 

ROLLING PIN
WITH ADJUSTABLE RINGS

Too thick, too thin, uneven? With our wooden 
rolling pin, rolling dough to a desired and even 
thickness is now child’s play. Our rolling pin has 

a smart silicone adjustable ring system that takes 
the guesswork out of rolling dough: it flattens the 
dough evenly and ensures uniform baking. An 
ebook with 6 recipes comes with the product.

2 x 3 mm rings: for pizzas and pies crusts.

2 x 5 mm rings: for biscuits and pastries.

2 x 7 mm rings: for rolling and flattening dough.

For kids aged 4 and up.

Ebook included to start rolling dough with creativity

Wood and silicon rings
W: 6.2 / D: 6.2 / H: 30.5 cm
Ref: 3760312841292 

Scan the 
QR CODE 

to download 
the e-book!



 

CHOCOLATE MOULD
WITH CHEFCLUB FRIENDS

Chefclub’s chocolate mould, adapted to all ages, is 
designed to create 21 delicious chocolate portions 

representing all the Chefclub Friends. There’s plenty of 
room for creativity to design a variety of treats: white, 

milk or dark chocolate, with toppings such as nuts, 
sprinkles or caramel bites to make your creations 
unique. Made out of silicone, the mould is easy to 

manipulate and to clean.

Mould designed to create 21 different chocolate bites

Multi-functionality for different creations: chocolate bites, sweets, ice cubes, soap 

Food grade silicone
W: 19 / D: 2 / H: 22 cm
Ref: 3760312840912  

Easy unmoulding thanks to the silicone material

Resistant to extreme temperatures, from -40 to 230°C

NEW



 

With this set, make delicious homemade biscuits 
with a layer of chocolate that bears the image of 

the 6 Chefclub Friends.

Rectangular cookie cutter to shape the biscuits (7 x 5 cm).

Silicone chocolate mold to design the layer of chocolate.

Step-by-step illustrated recipe and a video to bake the biscuits.

Both cookie cutter and mold are freezer and dishwasher safe.

For kids aged 4 and up.

KIT
CHOCOLATE BISCUIT

NEW

Metal cookie cutter and silicone mold
W: 20 / D: 4 / H: 10.5 cm
Ref: 3760312840936

Chefclub

Friends



 

BAKING MAT

Reusable and non-stick surface (30 x 40 cm).

Features patterns designed for all kinds of uses (cookies, pizza,etc.).

Easily washable (dishwasher safe).

Uniform cooking, withstands temperatures from -40 °C to 230 °C.

Food grade silicone and glass fiber
W: 32 / D: 5.5 / H: 5.5 cm
Ref: 3760312841285

Scan the
QR CODE 
to watch in 
augmented 

reality!

The Chefclub baking mat is more than just a 
cooking mat. It has an integrated graphics 
system that allows you to create a variety of 

shapes for different sweet and savoury recipes!



 

This set of cookie cutters turns biscuits into a 
3D safari food experience! Kids will bake and 
assemble biscuits like a puzzle to make three 

animals of the savannah: the elephant, the lion, 
and the giraffe. An illustrated step-by-step recipe 

for the biscuits is included.

elephant giraffe
lion

8 metal cookie cutters to assemble 3 animals: giraffe, lion and elephant.

The cookie cutters are freezer and dishwasher safe.

A step-by-step illustrated recipe with video to bake the 3D biscuits.

For kids aged 4 and up.

Once assembled, the lion is 7.5 cm high, the elephant 11 cm
and the giraffe 13 cm.

Metal - Stainless steel
W: 15 / D: 2.3 / H: 25 cm
Ref: 3760312841209

3D SAFARI BISCUITS
COOKIE CUTTERS SET

NEW



 

This set of cookie cutters turns biscuits into a 3D 
Magic food experience! Kids will bake and assemble 

biscuits like a puzzle to make a unicorn and a 
rainbow. An illustrated step-by-step recipe for the 

biscuits is included inside the packaging.

4 metal cookie cutters to assemble a unicorn and a rainbow.

The cookie cutters are freezer and dishwasher safe.

A step-by-step illustrated recipe with video to bake the 3D biscuits.

For kids aged 4 and up.

Once assembled, the unicorn is 9.5 cm high, the rainbow 7 cm.

Scan the 
QR CODE 
to watch 

the 3D biscuits 
recipe!

Metal - Stainless steel
W: 15 / D: 2.5 / H: 18.5 cm
Ref. : 3760312841438

NEW

UNICORN & RAINBOW 3D
COOKIE CUTTERS SET



 

With the Chefclub apron made of cotton, little chefs 
will be ready to face uncontrolled events in the 

kitchen, like a splash of melted chocolate!
Our unisex one-size apron is perfectly tailored for

kids aged 4 to 10 thanks to a neck-adjusting system. 
The design of the Chefclub apron is gender neutral 

and has been voted by thousands of kids!
It has a pocket on the front to store utensils.

metal buckle
ADJUSTABLE TO THE NECK

One-size-fits-all apron adjustable to the neck (from 4 to 10 years old). 

Front pocket that’s handy for children.

Unisex apron, 100% cotton.

Machine washable (30 °C).

CUSTOMISABLE
little chef name

DESIGN
CHOSEN BY CHILDREN

100% cotton, metal buckle
W: 20.5 / D: 0.5 / H: 21.5 cm
Ref: 3760312840011

BLUE
LITTLE CHEF APRON



 

metal buckle
ADJUSTABLE TO THE NECK

One-size-fits-all apron adjustable to the neck (from 4 to 10 years old). 

Front pocket that’s handy for children.

Unisex apron, 100% cotton.

Machine washable (30 °C).

CUSTOMISABLE
little chef name

DESIGN
CHOSEN BY CHILDREN

100% cotton, metal buckle
W: 20.5 / D: 0.5 / H: 21.5 cm
Ref: 3760312841001

With the Chefclub apron made of cotton, little chefs 
will be ready to face uncontrolled events in the 

kitchen, like a splash of melted chocolate!
Our unisex one-size apron is perfectly tailored for

kids aged 4 to 10 thanks to a neck-adjusting system. 
The design of the Chefclub apron is gender neutral 

and has been voted by thousands of kids!
It has a pocket on the front to store utensils.

YELLOW
LITTLE CHEF APRON

NEW



 

Metal - Stainless steel
W: 21 / D: 14 / H: 11 cm
Ref: 3760312840332

Storing your sugar becomes child’s play 
with this colorful tin box!

The box is suitable for use with the Chefclub Measuring Cups.

Tin box.

Capacity: more than 1.5 kg of sugar.

Stackable with the flour tin box.

TIN BOX
SUGAR



 

Storing your flour becomes child’s play 
with this colorful tin box!

The box is suitable for use with the Chefclub Measuring Cups.

Tin box.

Capacity: more than 1.5 kg of flour.

Stackable with the sugar tin box.

Metal - Stainless steel
W: 21 / D: 14 / H: 11 cm
Ref: 3760312840325

TIN BOX
FLOUR


